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Information regarding Regulation (EC) 1907/2006 (REACH) 
Concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals 

 

 

Regulation (EC) no 1907/2006 (REACH) sets different requirements for the actors in the 

supply chain.  

2J Antennas is a manufacturer of product and does not produce chemical substances or 

mixtures. Thus, 2J Antennas is a so called “downstream user” in the sense of the 

Regulation (Art.3, 13). 2J Antennas doesn´t have possibility to register substances. This 

was done by our supplies.  

  

For articles that contain a SVHC above 0.1% w/w the duty to communicate information 

according to article 33 applies. Every supplier of such an article must provide the recipient 

at least with the name of the substance, as long as no other information necessary for 

safe use are available to the supplier. Supply chain of  

 

We therefore insist that the suppliers pre-register under REACH all substances 

manufactured or imported in the EU. The suppliers are equally responsible to manage 

their supply chain accordingly and ensure that their own suppliers act/ register according 

to REACH as well. 

 

 

On 27th June 2018 lead (CAS 7439-92-1) was added to the REACH candidate list. This 

SVHC is contained above 0.1% w/w in all 2J Antennas products which contains connectors 

which are machine machining (turning – milling) for which RoHS exemption 6c is applied. 

 

2J Antennas will therefore only: 

 

- purchase substances preparations and articles that are registered under REACH 

- purchase materials and articles free from " Substances of Very High Concern" (SVHC) 

 

To the actual knowledge and based on information from the suppliers no articles 

(including all packaging materials) of 2J Antennas contains substances listed in REACH 

Annex XIV and Annex XVII above the threshold defined in these annexes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Zlatko Švec                                                               Bardejov,  29.02.2024 

         Quality Manager                                                                                  
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